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Deerma hair dryer DEM-CF50W (pink)
Are you looking for the right equipment that not only dries your hair in no time, but also does not contribute to hair damage? Deerma
hair dryer will be the perfect choice! It stands out with an airflow of 70 m/s, and what's more, it uses negative ions, but not only that! For
greater comfort of use, there are several different modes at your disposal, as well as dedicated accessories included in the kit. See what
Deerma has prepared for you!
 
Fast drying
The Deerma hair dryer is equipped with an innovative brushless motor that reaches an astonishing speed of 120,000 RPM. Thanks to this,
it generates an airflow of as much as 70 m/s. It reaches the hair roots directly, instantly removing excess moisture and reducing drying
time. But that's not all, however. Despite its power, the dryer offers a sensation similar to natural wind, making it more comfortable to
use. Achieving fast yet gentle drying, the device guarantees that your hair will be dried, but not damaged.
 
Thoughtful design
The Deerma device uses a three-phase brushless motor, which guarantees smooth operation and exceptional drying performance. The
fan blades are made of aircraft-grade aluminum alloy, which ensures that they are not only lightweight, but also durable and strong. In
addition, thanks to its excellent design and advanced technology, it guarantees stable operation. When you invest in this dryer, you are
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investing in quality and durability that will benefit you for years to come.
 
Natural care
Looking for a gadget that not only dries, but also takes care of your hair? Deerma dryer will  be a great choice! Thanks to new airflow
technology and a 13-wing aluminum alloy spiral turbine blade, the dryer emits an airflow that mimics a natural fresh wind - it's gentle
and soft.  In addition, it  is equipped with a special part that is based on the power of plants. It  contains ingredients such as aloe vera,
camellia oil, ginkgo biloba and mugwort. These particles are evenly distributed in the hot air stream, penetrating deep into the hair fibers
and roots. This makes the hair not only quickly dried, but also deeply nourished, smooth and shiny.
 
The power of negative ions
The Deerma hair dryer uses powerful ionization technology, generating as many as 400 million negative ions. These penetrate deep into
hair roots and fibers, smoothing them. The result is a doubly moisturized and smooth effect that perceptibly improves the condition of
your hairstyle. It makes hair soft, silky and full of shine.
 
Temperature control
Bet on your safety and choose a Deerma device! The hair dryer uses an intelligent NTC temperature control system. The algorithm of this
system works at an astonishing frequency of 1000 times per second, accurately calculating the wind temperature every 1°C. As a result,
the  air  temperature  is  constantly  monitored  and  adjusted,  allowing  hair  to  be  dried  at  a  comfortable  temperature.  This  is  especially
beneficial for those with delicate hair and sensitive scalps, which get extra protection from damage.
 
Different modes of operation
The Deerma hair dryer is extremely versatile, offering up to 11 modes. This gives you the freedom to choose temperatures and modes
according to your needs and preferences, providing optimal care for different hair types and scenarios. What's more, it also offers a 45°C
constant air mode. It emits warm air, caring for hair in a gentle and mild way, without burning the scalp. In addition, a multicolored light
indicator indicates the active mode, making it even more intuitive to use.
 
Comfort of use
The Deerma gadget has been designed with the utmost comfort in mind. Its light weight of just 390 g and compact dimensions of 250 ×
97 × 70 mm make it extremely handy and easy to use. In addition, thanks to advanced noise reduction, the unit's operating volume is
only 56 dB, which guarantees quiet and peaceful operation. What's more, the double-layer filter effectively prevents dust and hair from
entering the dryer. You'll also find a magnetic nozzle that can rotate 360°, allowing you to precisely direct the airflow and better control
the drying process.
 
Additional accessories
You will  also find additional  accessories included with the hair  dryer.  The magnetic nozzle,  with 360° rotation,  will  help with everyday
styling, while the magnetic hanger will make it easier to store the gadget. You can attach it to any metal surface, which eliminates the
need  to  drill  holes.  The  hair  dryer  will  be  held  steadily  on  the  holder  -  you  do  not  have  to  worry  about  an  accidental  fall!  All  this
contributes to greater comfort of use.
 
Included
hair dryer
magnetic nozzle
magnetic hanger
instruction manual
Manufacturer
Deerma
Model
DEM-CF50W (pink)
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Airflow
70 m/s
Rated voltage
220 V~
Rated power
1500 W
Rated frequency
50 Hz
Weight
390 g
Dimensions
250 × 97 × 70 mm
Color
Pink

Preço:

€ 84.00

Saúde e beleza, Hair dryers & Straighteners
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